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POM Technologies overcame the 
challenges of an outdated 
building infrastructure to secure 
a high-traffic area

Our client, a corporation looking to develop a complex in 
New York City into a new corporate campus, needed us to 
help secure a nearly one-million-square-foot area from a 
variety of potential threats. The complex, which consisted 
of five buildings built over the first half of the 20th 
Century, needed 150 more surveillance cameras installed 
so that management could properly secure the area, 
especially at night. This was an especially relevant 
concern because property crimes and assaults were 
prevalent in the surrounding area. 
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After meeting with the client and developing a budget and strategy, POM Technologies developed an 
integrated security plan to help tighten up the complex’s security. The following items were installed: 

After seeing the results of the completed project, one of the client’s tenants decided to do a second 
round of security installations with us, specifically for their building. As a result, this new client received: 

POM Technologies installed 
infrastructure, including cameras, 
access control, turnstiles, and a 
visitor management system

150 cameras, with 50 just on 
the façade alone and another 
100 elsewhere throughout 
the complex

50 card readers in various 
locations 

Access control systems for 
various buildings and 
portions of the property 

A visitor management system 
with automatic ID barcode 
scanning, obviating the need 
for a guard

Turnstiles in lobbies to grant 
access to tenants and visitors 

A customized lobby with a 
specific design 

A different (personalized) 
visitor management system 
that was separate from the 

rest of the complex

More than 70 additional 
surveillance cameras

Additional electronic access 
control on interior doors to 
secure sensitive areas from 

unauthorized personnel
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Building issues and a lack of 
coordination among vendors 
were the challenges that were 
overcome

While attempting to begin the installation process, POM Technologies 
faced challenges. The first issue was the basic construction of the 
buildings; with concrete and steel walls that were 3.5 ft. thick, special 
drill bits and equipment had to be purchased to get the job done. Add 
that to elevator problems and a lack of operational heat or AC, and our 
installers were faced with a tough job – but they got it done. 

In addition, it was difficult for multiple third-party contractors to 
communicate and coordinate their efforts, which could have destroyed 
the deadline. To keep the project on schedule, POM Technologies 
became a “coordination champion,” instituting daily meetings and 
detailed action items to keep everything on track. 

While this large commercial space in New York City was no easy feat to secure, POM Technologies met the 
challenges and got the job done – ahead of schedule and under budget. And if we can secure one million 
square feet despite these challenges, imagine what our POM+ service can do for your smaller organization.  

To learn more about POM+ and how POM Technologies can help you secure 
your business, contact us today for a free consultation. 

POM Technologies left two 
satisfied clients with a 
highly-secure corporate campus 
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